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The theory of the Feynman path integral by Albeverio and HSegh-Krohn is 
extended to a wider class of operators which involves the Dirac operator and the 
Schrijdinger operator. The fundamental solutions are obtained in the form of the 
Feynman-Kac formula. In this context, the convergence of a product integral of 
operators is proved. 11:’ 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The intuitive theory of the Feynman path integral introduced in [2] 
involved a notion of unbounded vector measure. The mathematical subject 
is to describe a process through which infinities comprised in the measure 
cancel each other and a path integral gives a finite value. Roughly 
speaking, we have two directions to formulate rigorously the notion of 
unbounded vector measure: in Riemanann’s sense and in Lebegue’s sense. 
In the former direction, Fujiwara [3] obtained a very faithful realization of 
Feynman’s idea to describe a solution of the Schrodinger equation in the 
form of an infinite product (product integral) of operators. His method 
would be regarded as a generalized Riemann integral, since his procedure 
mainly consists of a construction of a finitely additive vector measure. On 
the other hand, Ito [4, 51 and Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn [l] con- 
sidered generalized integrals in Lebesgue’s ense on a Hilbert space and 
constructed a solution of the Schrodinger equation. Their arguments are 
based on the fact that one can calculate, formally or by a limiting 
argument, an infinite dimensional Fourier transform of the unbounded vec- 
tor measure, through which the path integral turns out to be a usual 
Lebesgue integral. 
In this paper, we consider an extension of [l] to a wider class of 
Hamiltonians which involves the Dirac operator and the Schrodinger 
operator as special cases, and prove a Feynman-Kac formula to represent 
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their solutions. Furthermore, we shall interpret the convergence of the 
product integral of operators considered in [7] from our view point; the 
product integral will be regarded as the limit of certain cylinder 
approximation. 
Our main results were announded in [S] without proofs. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 
We denote by M,(C) the set of all Y x r matrices of complex numbers and 
put, for p E Rd, 
(P)=(l+~lPiy2. 
We consider a free Hamiltonian H( - ia) = H( - z3/3x, .... - 3/8x,) with 
the following properties: 
(Hl) The symbol H(p) of the free Hamiltonian is an M,(C)-valued con- 
tinuous function on Rd satisfying 
INP) I <C(P)“> PERU, (2.1) 
for some constants C > 0 and m 3 1. 
(H2) For any p E Rd, I-I(p) is a dissipative matrix, that is, 
Wff(p) X X) > 0, XEC’, (2.2) 
where (., .) denotes the inner product in C’. 
The Dirac operator Cj= I a, 0, + p/? and the operators -+l and 
- (i/2)d, for example, have these properties with m = 1, 2 and 2, respec- 
tively. We prepare: 
LEMMA 2.1. For fixed s < t and t(.) E L”( [s, t]; Rd), the Cuuchy problem 
(2.3) 
K(0) = I (2.4) 
has a unique solution K(.) = K(<, s; .), w h ere I is the unit matrix of size r. The 
solution K(c) satisfies the estimate 
INa) 1, sdo<t, (2.5 1 
and the mapping 5~ K(& .) of L”‘( [s, t]; Rd) into L”( [s, t]; M,(C)) is con- 
tinuous. 
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Proof It is easy to see that H([(.))EL’ = L’( [s, t]; Rd), since H(p) 
satisfies (2.1) and we have the inequality 
s r (5(a)>“dcJ< C,(lt--sl + llsl ~mlm)> i” E L” = L”( [s, t]; Rd), s 
for some positive constant C, independent of 5. Then, by the method of 
successive approximations under the assumption (H2), we can show the 
unique existence of K(.) satisfying (2.5). In order to prove the remaining 
part of the lemma, it suffices to show that H(r(.)) E L’ depends con- 
tinuously on t(.) E L”. Suppose that g,(.) -+ {(.) in L” and that H(c,(.)) 
does not converge to H({(.)) in L’. Then, we can choose a subsequence 
(n’) c (n) so that llH(t(.)) - H(t,,.(.))Il Lo $0 and r,,(o) + {(a) for almost all 
G E [s, t]. Fix E > 0 arbitrarily. There exists 6 = 6,: E (0, e) such that 
s (t(a) >”do <E (2.6) J 
for any subset Jc [s, t] with Lebesgue measure IJI < 6. By Egoroffs 
theorem, we can find a subset J= J, c [s, r] with IJI < 6 so that t,,(o) con- 
verges to <(a) uniformly on J‘ = [s, t]\J(\ a null set). Then, we see that 
lim s Iff(t(o)) - ff(5,da))l da + 0. t?‘-Jr J’ (2.7) 
On the other hand, (2.1) and (2.6) imply that 
s Iff(t(o))l da <CE (2.8) J 
and that 
j IW5,Xa))l do < Cz 
J 
Since (J( <E and 4,,, -+ < as n’ + zo, it follows that 
lim sup 
s 
IH(t,Ja))l da < C,c. 
n’+z J 
Thus, from (2.7)-(2.9) we find that 
lim sup 
s 
’ ]H(<(a)) - H(t,.(o))l da < C4c 
n’--rx ( 
(2.9) 
for any E > 0, which leads to contradiction: H(t,.(.)) + H(t(.)) in L’. 1 
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Throughout this paper we shall use the symbol ni exp[iH(t(a)) do], 
4 E L”( [s, t]; Rd), s, t E R, to denote K(& s; t) in Lemma 2.1. 
In the following we regard the Lebesgue space L” = L”( [s, t]; Rd) as a 
measurable space whose o-algebra is the set of all Bore1 sets in L”. Put 
m’ = m/(m - 1). We say that Y(.): L”‘( [s, t]; Rd) + C’ belongs to F”(s, t) if 
Y is a characteristic function of some C-valued bounded Bore1 measure ‘8 
on L”( [s, t]; Rd), that is, 
i’“.“‘lp(&), IJ E L”“( [s, t]; R”), 
where (v, 4) denotes the pairing of v E L”’ and 5 EL”. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let H( - 3) be a free Hamiltonian satisfying (H 1) and 
(H2). We define the path integral ~P~(s, t; du) Y(v) of !P(.)~Frn(.r, t) with 
respect o the generalized measure ~Js, t; do) by the following equality: 
(2.10) 
Lemma 2.1 implies that the function nj, exp[iH(t(a)) da] is Bore1 
measureable and hence integrable with respect to the bounded Bore1 
measure !&d<). Furthermore, since the characteristic function Y’(u) deter- 
mines the measure @‘(do uniquely, (2.10) gives a linear mapping of F”(s, t) 
into C’ which satisfies 
Here ( 91 denotes the total variation of !t% If we put m = 2 and H( - ia) = 
-A/2, Definition 2.2 agrees with the Fresnel integral defined in [ 11. We 
conclude this section by the following lemma which will simplify the 
argument in Section 4. Let s< u < t. For U, E L”‘( [,s, a]; RJ) and 
u2 E L”‘( [a, t]; Rd), we put 
01 oh(e) = Ul(Q) if BE[s,o) 
= h(W if 0~ (G., t]. 
Similarly we define the decomposition t, 0 t2 of r E L”( [s, t]; Rd). Then 
we have 
LEMMA 2.3. Choose !P(.) l Fm(s, t) arbitrarily. Then, for a fixed 
v2 E L”‘( [a, t]; Rd), Y(u) = !P(u, @ u2) belongs to F”‘(s, a) as a function oj 
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u, E L”‘( [s, a]; Rd). Furthermore 1 pH( , s a;dv,) !P(v,@u,) is an element of 
F”(a, t) and it holds that 
j- ~,(a, c 6) ~-PEA s,o;du,) Y’(u,0u2)=~pH(s, t;dv) Y(o). (2.11) 
Proof We write @(do = @(dt, di2), where 5 = 5, @ t2. Then Y is writ- 
ten as 
Yv(u,Oo,)= exp(-i<5,, ul)-i<t2, u2)) @(dt, dM. i (2.12) 
Let piz(*), u2 E I.“‘( [a, t]; Rd), be the Bore1 measure on L”( [s, 01; Rd) 
defined by 
@JB)=jexp(-i(52. ~1)) xd51) *(4 &d (2.13) 
for each Bore1 set B in L”( [s, a]; Rd), where xB denotes the characteristic 
function of B. Then by the help of (2.12) it can be easily shown that 
which proves the first part of the lemma. At the same time, the above 
expression together with (2.13) yields that 
5 WV, 0~) P,& 0; do,) 
= i exp(-i(52, uz)) fi exp[iH(5,(0)) de1 @(&I d(2). s 
Clearly the right-hand side belongs to F”(o, t), from which we obtain 
(2.11) by virtue of 
I 
3. SCALAR POTENTIALS 
We denote by Y = Y(Rd; C) the space of rapidly decreasing functions 
on Rd with values in C’. Let H( -3) be a free Hamiltonian satisfying (H2) 
and 
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(Hl)’ The symbol H(p) is a smooth function of BERG and has the 
estimate 
where aa = (8/8x,)” ... (a/ax,)“$ and C, and m, are positive constants. 
Under the assumption (Hl )‘, we note that the operator H( - ia) defined by 
maps Y into 9, where @5(p) = J e -‘““q(x) dx, and also that the operator 
H*( -ia) whose symbol is given by the hermite adjoint H*(p) of H(p) acts 
on Y. 
Fix T> 0 and consider the Cauchy problem 
4 44 x) = [H( -id) + A(& x)1] u(t, x), te [IO, T], XER~, (3.1) 
40, x) = u,(x), XGR‘! (3.2) 
Here we assume the following properties (Al) and (A2): 
(Al) The potential A(t, x) is written as 
A(t, x) = 1 e@“a,(dp), te [0, T], XER~, (3.3) 
for some C-valued bounded measures A^,(dp), t E [0, T], on Rd. Here, A,(B) 
is measurable in t E [0, T] for each Bore1 set B c R’, and its total variation 
/a,[, which is automatically measurable in t E [0, T], satisfies 
(3.4) 
(A2) The initial value uo(x) is written as 
uo(x) =J eiP’tio(dp) (3.5) 
for some C-valued bounded measure ti,(dp) on Rd. 
In what follows, we shall give the path integral representation of the 
580 65 ‘2.5 
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solution u(t, x) of (3.1) and (3.2). We put, for TV [0, T], XE Rd and for 
u E t"'( [0, t]; Rd), 
(3.6) 
where m’ = m/(m - 1) and 
x(s)=x+ -u(tl)d& 
1 
SE [O, t]. (3.7) , 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The functional !P(t, x; .) defined by (3.6) belongs to 
F”‘(0, t) for each t E [0, T] and x E Rd. 
Proof Expanding the exponential in the right-hand side of (3.6) we 
have that 
where we put 8, = 0 and used the expressions (3.3) and (3.5) for A and uo, 
respectively. Denote the characteristic function of a set Jc R by xJ. Then 
we can write 
In Corollary A.2 in the Appendix, we put Z = (Rd)” + ‘, 
~L(dp,...dpo)=A,~(dp,)...A,,(dp,) c,(dp,)exp ix i p, , i > ;=o 
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and f(S)=exp(-i(<, II)), where we fix n= I,2 ,..., 6,~[0, t], j= I,..., n, 
and u E L”‘. Then, (A.4) implies that 
xexp -i 
( i 
i PjX [S,.*] 9v 
j=O )> 
= 
i v( - i<5, v>) &n,...,0,(d5), (3.9) L.m 
where 
and 
I&, (..., “ I G IQ ‘.. I&l liol. (3.11) 
Here, 6(.; .) denotes the Dirac measure defined in Corollary A.2. In case 
n = 0, Corollary A.2 yields that 
s &(dpo) exp(ivo) ew( -i< POX~O.~I~ u>)= j ew( -i(5. 0)) Ud<), Lm 
where 
The equation (3.8) together with (3.9) and (3.12) implies that 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where the term for n = 0 represents the right-hand side of (3.12). 
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We now put Z, = [0, t]“, n = 1,2,..., and define a bounded vector 
measure p,, on Z, by 
~,(d8,,---dB,)=~dB,..-dB,, n = 1, 2,... 
In addition, we put Z0 = one point set ( * } with measure pO( *) = 1, and 
consider the direct sum (Z, p) of the measure spaces (Z,, p,), n = 0, 1,2,... 
Then we can rewrite (3.15) as 
On the other hand, (3.11) and (3.14) yield 
[l&l iF(dz)lSexp(~~~l~,ld~)l~~l<-*r. (3.17) 
Therefore we can apply Lemma A.1 in the Appendix for (Z, p), 
(Y= L”, 2,) and f(r) =exp( -i(iJ, u)). Thus we obtain from (A.3) and 
(3.16) that 
yU(t, x; u) = I,... ev(-i(<, u>) 4&h (3.18) 
where the measure Jti is given by (A.1 ) or explicitly by 
At the same time, (A.2) and (3.17) imply that 
I~l$exp(~~l~~ldt)llirll<ic. (3.20) 
The representation (3.18) together with (3.20) shows that 
Y(t, x; .) E F”(0, t). 1 
For Y( t, x; u) given by (3.6), we put 
4~ x) = 1 PAI r; do) Wt, x; u), ~E[O,T],XER< (3.21) 
Then we have: 
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THEOREM 3.2. The function u(t, x) defined by (3.21) satisfies (3.1) and 
(3.2), where the each side of (3.1) represents a tempered distribution on Rd. 
Proof: Since Y(t, x; u) is the characteristic function of l(d[) defined by 
(3.19), we have 
44 xl = j i exp(W&)) ds) 4&l. 
Lrn 0 
By the help of Corollary A.2 in the Appendix, we have 
u(t,x)= f i”~~dB;..jl~‘dB,~~*dB,CA,~(dp,)..-~A,,(dp,) 
II=0 
Let cp E Y. Then Fubini’s theorem implies that 
s cp*(x) u t, x) dx
xl v”* ($‘. pi) 6 exp [ if(!cj pjxrc&)) ds] ~o(dpo)y (3.23) 
where cp* denotes the hermite conjugate of cp and cp-*(p)=s eiP”cp*(x) dx. 
Noting that the right-hand side of (3.23) is differentiable with respect o t, 
we have 
& 5 v*(x) 46 x) dx 
= f i”j’d8,,..-jaid9~jn2dB, 
n=O 0 0 0 
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where we used (2.3). Since it holds that 
1 A,(dp)cp”*(q+ p) = j q*(x) A(t, x) ehy dx, qERd, re CO, Tl, 
the first term in the right-hand side of (3.24) equals 
Jcp*(x) A(t, x) u(t, x) dx. R ep acing rp in (3.23) by H*cp, we obtain 1 
I (H*cp)*(x) 4~ x) dx 
Then, the above expression together with the equality 
(H*cp)-*(P) = cp-*(PI H(P) 
shows that J(H*~~)*(x) u(t, x) dx coincides with the second term of the 
right-hand side of (3.24). Thus (3.24) turns out to be 
Y$ j q*(x) 4~ x) dx = j (H*cp)*(x) 4~ x) dx + j q*(x) 4~ xl 4r, xl dx, 
which proves (2.1) in the sense of the tempered distribution. The equality 
(3.2) is clear from (3.22). 1 
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4. PRODUCT INTEGRAL 
In this section we consider the product integral of operators used in [7] 
(see also [3, 61) and interpret its convergence from our view point. We 
assume (Hl)’ and (H2) as in Section 3, and further assume the following: 
(Al )’ The scalar potential A( t, x) is written as 
A(4 x) = A(x) = j ei?‘i(dp), ~ER,xER~, 
for some C-valued bounded measure a(@) on Rd which is independent of t 
and satisfies 
(A2)’ The initial value u0 belongs to Y. 
Under the assumption (Hl )‘, (H2) and (Al)‘, the operator r(t), t E R, 
defined by 
maps Y into Y. As in the preceding section we consider the functional 
Y(~,x;V)=exp[ii:R(x(j))ds]u,(x(O)), UEL~‘([O,~];R~), (4.1) 
where t > 0, x E Rd and x(. ) is given by (3.7). We now introduce a cylinder 
approximation of Y(t, x; . ). Let d be a subdivision, 0 = s0 <s, < . . < 
sN = t, of the interval [0, t]. We put 
Y(A, x; u) = exp i f (.sj- sjP ,) A(x(.s,)) 
1 
kMO)h (4.2) 
j= I 
where v E L”‘( [0, t]; Rd) and x(. ) is given by (3.7). We shall investigate a 
relation between the cylinder approximation (4.2) and a finite product of lY 
Our starting point is: 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let A, be the trivial subdivision of the interval [0, t], that is, 
A, : 0 = s,, <s, = t. Then, we have 
r(t) uo(x) = j P& 6 dv) YY(A ,, xi VI. 
Proof It suffices to show that 
S p&O, t, dv) YJt, x; v) = J” $. eiPX eirH(%,(p), 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where 
Yo( t, x; v) = ug (x+j:v(rW), v E L”‘( [0, t]; R”), 
and iio(p)=~uo(y)e~“P dy. The left-hand side of (4.4) can be calculated as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.2. The formula (4.4) is nothing but (3.22) with 
A,Jdp) replaced by 0. u 
Next we show: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let t > 0 and x E Rd. Then we have that 
f(s,-s,- ,)...f(s, -so) u,(x)= j-p,,(O, t; dv) Y(A, x; v), (4.5) 
where A is a subdivision, 0 = so < s, < . < sN = t, of the interval [0, t] and 
Y(A, x; v) is given by (4.2). 
Proof For N= 1, the proposition reduces to Lemma 4.1. Suppose that 
(4.5) is valid for N = N- 1. Then we can use (4.5) for the interval [s,, t] 
and its subdivision s, = s1 < . <s,,, = t with u. replaced by cp E Y 
arbitrarily chosen so that we find 
f(s,-s,- I).. . U.7, - ~1) cp(x) = j- p&l, t; do) ‘f”(A, x; v), (4.6) 
where 
y(A, x; v) = exp i f (s, - sip 1) A(x(s,)) 
1 
c~(x(s,)), (4.7) 
,=2 
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for u E L”‘( [s,, t]; Rd) and x(s) = x + j; u(cr) da, s E [s,, t]. Thus it follows 
that 
m,-s,-l) . . . m2 - $1) v(x) 
= 
5 
I) A(x(sj)) cP(x(sl 1). 1 (4.8) 
Put cp = T(s,)u,. Lemma 4.1 with t replaced by s, implies that 
V(Y) = j PH(OY s,;du)expCis,A(y)l uo(y+j3yu(s)ds), YER’. (4.9) 
Define, for u E L”’ ([0, s,]; Rd) and v E L”’ ([s,, t]; Rd), 
u @ u(s) = u(s) if SE [0, s,], 
= v(s) if SE [s,, t], 
and put x(s) = x,,,(s) = x + 1; U@ U(C) da for SE [0, t]. Then (4.9) yields 
that 
cp(x(s*)) = j c1”(01 s,;du) evCis,AM,))l ~dx(O)). (4.10) 
Note that x(8,) =x,,,(s,) depends on UE L”‘([s,, t]; R”) only and that 
x,,(O) depends on v E L”‘( [s,, t]; Rd) and u E L”‘( [0, s,]; Rd). Inserting 
(4.10) into the right-hand side of (4.8) we obtain 
r(s,-s,p ,)...T(s, -so) q)(x) 
= j PAS,, t; do) j P&A s, ; du) VA, t; ~0 u), 
since Z(s, - sO)u, = cp. Then the proposition follows from Lemma 2.3. 1 
We now proceed to take the limit of the cylinder approximation. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Y(t, x; u) and !P(A, x; II) be defined by (4.1) and (4.2), 
respectively, for t > 0, XE Rd and for a subdivision A: 0 =sO < s, < ... < 
sN= t of [0, t]. Then we have that 
,jfy ,r PA’, t; du) VA, x; u) = j p&A t; dv) ul( t, x; v), 
where I~=suP,.,., IS,-S~-,~. 
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Proof Repeating the arguments to obtain (3.18) and (3.19), we find 
that 
VA, x; u) = jLrn exp(-i(t, 0)) @(A, x; &), 
where 
Here, and hereafter, we put j, = 0. Let f(. ): L”( [0, t]; Rd) + M,(C) be a 
bounded and continuous functional. Then by the help of Lemma A.1 and 
Corollary A.2 in the Appendix we can show that 
=.,T,,; j &hJ-~ j &+,) j Got&o) g(A; in,..., PO), 
where 
Let IdI tend to 0. Since Jg(d; P,,,..., po)l is majorized by t” supP I.f(p)( 
uniformly in A, we can take the limit termwise so that 
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The last equality is implied by the continuity of f(l). Interchanging the 
order of integrations, we find the formula: 
where p(l, x; &) = A(&) which is defined by (3.19) with A, replaced by A. 
Thus the theorem follows from (4.11) by inserting f(t) = 
n;, exp[iH(<(s)) ds], which is bounded and continuous as shown by 
Lemma 2.1. 1 
Combining Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we can deduce the 
pointwise convergence of the product integral: 
lim T(s,-s,_ ,)... m, -so) uo(x) = 44 XL xgRd, (4.12) 
I4 +O 
where u( t, x) = j ~~(0, t; du) Y( t, x; v) is the solution of (3.1) and (3.2) with 
A(t, x) replaced by A(x). For the Dirac equation, the convergence (4.12) 
in the oeprator topology is shown [7] by the method developed by 
D. Fujiwara. His excellent work [3] is, however, uninterpretable from 
our view point because his phase function is given by the classical action. 
See also [6]. 
5. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 
A subject for further study is the FeynmanKac formula with vector 
potentials. We assume (H2) and 
(Hl)” The symbol H(p) is given by 
H(p)= f wk Pk + wO> 
k=l 
for constant matrices ok E M,(C), k = 0, l,..., d. 
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In order to discuss this subject, we must calculate the path integral for a 
wider class of functionals. First we prescribe the class of functionals as 
follows: The mapping @(.) defined on L”([O, t]; Rd) with values in C’ 
belongs to F’ * (0, t) iff it is written as 
@i(u)= f jfd.s/--j-*ds, i 
n=O 0 0 k, = I 
” k{, uk,(sl)” ’ ukn(s,) ~,(k~,..., k,,; SI,..., S,; u), (5.1) 
n 
for a constant vector ul,~C’ and for !P’,(k, ,..., k,; s1 ,..., s,; .)E F’(0, t), 
n>O, kjE {l,..., d}, SjE [IO, t], with the following properties: (1) the 
corresponding measure @Jk ,,..., k,; s1 ,..., s,; d[) on L’( [0, t]; R”) is 
measurable in 
!&(k, ,..., k,; sI ,..., s,,;“-’ 
, s, in the sense that the measure 
B) of any Bore1 set B c L’( [0, t]; Rd) is a measurable 
function of s, ,..., s,; and (2) for any p E R, it holds that 
fl”I’Pl,(k ,r..., k,; s, ,..., s,; .)I < co. (5.1)’ 
At this time we call the family I = { !P,(k ,,..., k,, s, ,..., s,; u); n 2 0, 
k , ,..*, k, E { l,..., n}, s, ,..., s, E [0, t] } a representation of @. 
Throughout this section, we fix t > 0. Let the symbol : : denote the time 
ordered product: 
:wk,(sI ) ’ wk,(sn) n exP[iff(&)) dsl: 
= f/ expjiH(;(s)) ds] ok. fi exp[iH({(s)) d.y] ok, , 
.‘l. wk, $ exp[iH(<(s)) Ji] 
I 
for k i ,..., k, = l,..., d and i: E L’( [0, t]; Rd), where 0 d s1 d . . . < s, d t. Then 
we have: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 5, q E L’( [0, t]; R”) and let p E R. Then it holds that 
f& 4 expCWS(s) + m(s)) dsl 
tlk(O) :Wk(o) fi ‘W’[iff(tb)) dsl:. 
0 
(5.2) 
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Proof Put U(p, r) = fi exp[iH(<(s) + p?(s)) A]. By definition, we 
have 0 
U(p,O)=Z, 
& WP? 7) = WH7) + m(7)) WP> 7), 7 E [O, t]. 
Therefore V( p, r) = ( - i alap) U( p, r) satisfies 
; UP, 7) = ff(tx7) + m(7)) VP? 7) + 2 )?k(T) Ok WP, t), 
k=l 
whose solution is written as (5.2). m 
The functional O(u) =x(7)-x(a) = s; v(0) de, v E ,Cm( [0, t], Rd) cannot 
be a characteristic function of any vector measure on L’( [0, t]; Rd) since 
O( .) is unbounded. Nevertheless we can integrate O( .) with respect to 
~~(0, t; dv) in the sense of the following lemma, which is stated in more 
general context as: 
LEMMA 5.2. Let n > 0 and let YE F’(0, t). We fix k, ,..., k, E { l,..., d} and 
intervals [o,, 7j] c [0, t], j= l,..., n. We choose any cp~Y satisfying 
~(0) = 1 andput, for E > 0, p,(x) = X(P(EX), x E Rd. Then the functional O,( .) 
defined bJj 
@E(') = fi P.s(xk,(7,) -xk,(gj)) ' y(u), UE L’(0, t), (5.3) 
,=I 
where xk.7) - xk((T) = ji uk(ti) d8, belongs to F’(0, t) for any & > 0 and the 
following equality holds: 
lim ~~(0, t; du) O,(u) 
E-0 i‘ 
=j 4(d5)s::ds,.-.~~~ds,:ok,(s,) o “‘ok, fI exp[iH(r(s)) ds]:. (5.4) 
Proof: Let @ denote the Fourier transform of cp. Since 
U,(y)=je-‘“P*(i~)-i~‘(p)dp, YER, 
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we have that 
= s ev(-i<4 5)) Ae(kj; Oj, rj; &), UEL'([O, t];R“), 
for j= l,..., n. Here R,(k,; oj, zj; do, j= l,,.., n, is the bounded measure on 
L’( [IO, t]; Rd) with values in C defined by 
where B is a Bore1 set in L’(0, t) and ej$= 6,, k = I,..., d. Since con- 
volution of measures is well-defined in L’, we can write 
~L(F)=Sexp(-i(o,e))ii,(k,;~,,r,;.)*...*/i,(k,;cr,,r,;.)* !@(d[). 
The above expression implies that 
c 
= 
Cfl 
expCiH(S(s)) d.yl 
0 A A ^ 
x/i,(k,;a,,r,;.)*...*n,,(k,;a,,r,;.)* QYdt) 
=jdp,...j dPn(iE)F” fi @‘(Pi) 
/=I 
Furthermore partial integration gives that 
=jdp,...jdp,,(-iE)m” fi $(pi){$...$ 
,= 1 ” 
from which we obtain (5.4) by the help of Lemma 5.1. 1 
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Next we establish the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let n >O. We fix tje [0, t] and k, ,..., k,E (l,..., H}. 
Then we haue,for !P/EF'(O, t), 
lim lim fi (zj-gj)-’ 
0, - Z,, 1< j C ?, E + 0 
/=I 
x O,(k, ,..., 
5 
k,; CT],..., 0,; ~~ ,..., z,; u) pH(O, t; du) 
= 
j 
:oI~,(T~)~~~co~,(T~) fi exp[iH(t(s)) ds]: p(4), (5.5) 
0 
where O,(k, ,..., k,; (TV ,..., o,; z ,,..., t,; v) denotes the functional O,(v) defined 
by (5.3). 
ProoJ It suffices to show that 
..’ r”d.F,,:U)I,,(S,)...11)I,(S,,)rjexp[i~(5(s))dsl: 
s “n 0 
= :ok,(z,)~~~ok,(z,) fi exp[iH(S(s)) ds]:. (5.6) 
0 
Making use of the decomposition 
6 exp[iH(<(s)) ds] = fi exp[iH(t(s)) ds] ...fi exp[iH(t(s)) ds] 
n,- 1 42 
for 0=8,<8,< ... <6,=t, we can reduce (5.6) to the case 
z,= ..’ =~,,=t. For simplicity we put (r,= ... =D,,=T--E and let ~--to. 
Then we have that 
. . . 
s 
‘“ds, :n,*,(s,)...cl,,~(s,,)irexp[iH(r(.~))ds]: 
0” 0 
x fi exp[iH(<(s)) ds] ‘wk, fi exp[iH(t(s)) ds] ‘ok,-, 
Jn “n I 
“‘ok, fi exp[iH([(s))ds].Tfi’exp[iH({(s))ds]. 
7-c 0 
Since ni’ exp[iH(S(s)) ds] = Z+ o( 10’ - @I), we obtain (5.6). 1 
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Proposition 5.3 suggests that the path integral 
exists and is given by the right-hand side of (5.4), whereas D(Z) has no 
delinite value at one point ZE [0, t] when UEL.“( [0, t]; Rd) is fixed. We 
’ also note that ok appearing in (5.5) corresponds to the matrix elk in case 
H(p) is the Dirac operator where tlk is interpreted as the velocity of a par- 
ticle. 
Taking account of Proposition 5.3, we extend Definition 2.2 as follows. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let H( - ia) be a free Hamiltonian satisfying (Hl)” 
and (H2). Let \Y= (Y,,(k ,,..., k,; sr,..., s,; u)} be a representation of 
@E F’,(O, t). We define the path integral j pg(O, t; do) Y(o) of ‘P with 
respect o the generalized measure ,u$(O, t; du) by the following equality: 
j-pX(O,t;du)‘P(u)= f j’ds,yj’ds, i ... f 
n=O 0 0 k, = I k,= I 
x :wk,(s,)“. Uk,(S,) fJ exp[iH(l(s)) ds]: 
0 
x ‘&,(k,,..., k,,; ~l,...r s,,; 4). (5.7) 
We expect that the right-hand side of (5.7) does not depend on the 
representation Y of @. In the next section we shall give a partial result. 
6. INDEPENDENCE OF THE PATH INTEGRAL 
We assume (Hl)” and (H2). Let FA(O, t) denote the set of all functionals 
@E F!JO, t) having such a representation Y = { Y,(k,,..., k,; So,..., s,; ZI)> 
that 
f j’d”“.- j;dr, 2 ... i 
n=O 0 k,= 1 k,= I 
(6.1) 
for all jI > 0. The aim of this section is to prove the following partial result 
for the problem on the dependence of the path integral (5.7) on the 
representation Y of @. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let CD E Fh(O, t). Then, the path integral 1 ps(O, t; du) Y(u) 
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of the representation ‘I’= { Y’Jk, ,..., k,; s, ,..., s,; u)} of @ E Fh(O, t) does not 
depend on ‘Y as far as Y is a representation of @ satisfying (6.1). 
Our argument in this section is based on the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. A functional @ E FA(O, t) has necessarily the following 
expression: 
Q(u)= f i: -.,{, If,(k,,...,k,;ds,...ds,)c,,(s,)...o,~(s,,). (6.2) 
n=Ok,=l n 
Here f. E C’ is a constant vector and f,(k, ,..., k,; ds, ... ds,), 
n = 1,2 ,..., k, = l,..., d, are bounded vector measures with values in C’ on 
[0, t]” whose total variations satisLv 
f f ... i: If,,W,,...,M B”<a, p > 0. (6.3) 
n=Ok,=l kn= I 
Moreover the above expression is unique if we further require the symmetries 
of f,(k, ,..., k,; ds,...ds,,), that is, the invariance of the measure 
f,(k, ,..., k; ds, ... ds,) under the exchange of si and sj for such a pair (i, j) 
that k, = k,. 
Proof: Let @E FA(O, t) and let ‘F= { !P,Jk ,,..., k,; s1 ,..., s,; u)} be the 
representation of @ satisfying (6.1). Then it holds that 
x s !&,(k, ,..., k,; s 1 ,..., s,; 4 exp( - i(o, t > 1 
= f f . . . i f v f . . . 2 j-t&n...j-‘&l 
n=Ok,=l k,=lj=O .f! /, = 1 /,=l 0 0 
’ vk.(sn) ... vk,(sl) 
s 
~nh..., k,; s,,..., s,,; &I fi Co,,,, 51,). (6.4) 
m=l 
We now put, for k, ,..., k,, I ,,..., lj~ {l,..., d} and for u ,,..., u,+/E 
L”([O, tl; Rd), 
x s %L, k,;s,,..., s,; 4 fi (un+,,,, tr,>. (6.5) 
m=l 
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Using this notation we rewrite (6.4) as 
n=Ok,=l -.kg, F. ,f, ..+I n , 
Fn +j(k, >...y kn, II;...: 
i 
lj; ok, )...) ok,, Vi, f...) VI,). (6.6) 
Since it holds that 
IFn+j(kl,-., kn, II>...> lj; ul,..., un+j)l 
d lid ... lI",+j II j; 4,. . . j; ds, j I %(k, ,..., k,,; sI,..., s,; &)I lltll’/$ 
(6.7) 
for ul,..., U,+jE Lm( [0, t]; R”), we can find the vector measure 
fn +j(k, )...T k,, I, ,..., lj; ds, *.. ds,+j) on [0, t]“+j which satisfies 
Fn +j(k, T...y kn, 1, T...y lj; ~1 )...y u, +j) 
= s fn+j(kl,..., kn, ll,..., lj; dsl..‘ds,+j) UI(sl)...u,+j(s,+,) (6.8) 
together with the estimate 
Ifn +j(k, T...j kn, 1, >...y l,)l 
<j;ds,,-j;ds, j 
Thus inserting (6.8) into (6.6), \ 
I !J%k, ,..., k,; ~1 ,..., s, 
Me obtain that 
; 4)l lItll’/$. (6.9) 
(qv)= g i . . . 2 f f . . . 5 
n=Ok,=l k,=l,=O/,=i r,== I 
I fn+j(k, )...f kn> II>..., lj; ds, . '. d3n.j) 
X ukl(sI) ’ . ’ uk,(sn) V,I(Sn + I 1.. ’ V/,(Sn +j) (6.10) 
Thanks to (6.1) and (6.9), the right-hand side of (6.10) converges 
absolutely and hence it is rewritten as the right-hand side of (6.2). 
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Let us show the uniqueness. Suppose that @ E J’h(O, t) is identically zero 
and has an expression (6.2) with symmetric measures 
fn(k, ,..., k,; ds, . . . ds,) satisfying (6.3). Interchanging u = (ui ,..., ud) in (6.2) 
with /?u = (fi, Us,..., Pdud), where b, ,..., bd > 0, and noting the uniqueness of 
the Taylor expansion, we find that f0 = 0 and that 
s f,(kl,...,k,;ds,...ds,)~k,(s,)...uk,(s,)=O, UEL~([O, t]; Rd), (6.11) 
for n = 1, 2 ,..., and k, ,..., k, = l,..., d. Let i, = # {m; k, = k} for k = i,..., d, 
and put uk = xi”=, ~jj)u~), k = l,..., d,whereuV)EL”([O,t];R)and@)>O. 
Again by the uniqueness of the Taylor expansion we see from (6.11) that 
s f,(k, ,..., k,;ds,...ds,) i fi 
Up(s!k’) = 0 , 
k=l,=l 
for @E L”( [0, t]; R), where (sl ,..., s,) = (s$‘), s$‘) ,..., sj:) ,..., s$‘)) and we 
used the symmetry of f,(k,,..., k,; ds, ... ds,). This implies that 
f,(k, ,..., k,; ds, ... ds,) = 0 for n = 1, 2 ,... and k, ,..., k, = l,..., d, which com- 
pletes the proof. 1 
We put, for GE FA(O, t), 
s 1*;*(0, t; du) Q(u) 
ZZ n;. C-1)” i ...f j”L(k,..., ,; ds, ds,) 
k, = 1 k,= I 
x :m&,(sI)“‘w&,(s,) fi eXp[ho ds]:, (6.12) 
0 
where f,(k ,,..., k,; ds, ... ds,) is the measure given by Proposition 6.2. 
From (6.3) we see that the right-hand side of (6.12) converges absolutely. 
We now prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let @E Fh(O, t) and let Y = { !P,,(k, ,..., k,; s, ,..., s,; u)} 
be its representation satisfying (6.1). Then we have that 
5 p;*(O, t; du) Q(u) = j p;(O, t; du) ‘f’(u). 
In order to show the above proposition, we need 
LEMMA 6.4. We use the notations in Proposition 6.2. For 
[ E C( [O, t]“+j; C), it holds that 
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= ( _ qjj! - 1 J;ds,,...j;ds, j @‘,(k, >..., k; s, ,...> s,; 4) 
X ‘d~,+j.~~jrd~,+,i(sl~.~.~s,+j)4,,(s,+,),..~i,(S,+j)~ i (6.13) 0 0 
where n + j > 0 and k, ,.., k,, 1, ,..., 1, = l,..., d. 
Proof. In case [(s)=[,(~,)...[,,+~(s,,+,)q for ii E C([O, t]; R) and 
qEC’, (6.13) follows from (6.5) and (6.8). Therefore (6.13) is valid for 
i(s) = io(s)q with co E On+jC( [0, t]; R) and q c C’. Since @“+jC( [0, t]; R) 
is dense in C([O, t]“+j; R), (6.13) for [E C( [0, t]“+‘; C) follows from the 
fact that the both sides of (6.13) are majorized by const x sup li(s)l. 1 
We now proceed to show Proposition 6.3. 
Proof of Proposition 6.3. Since the summation in the right-hand side of 
(6.12) converges absolutely, we can write it as 
5 ~;*(O,t;d+B(u)=~~o(-l)n i ... i i (-1)’ 2 ... i 
k, = I k,= I ,=O I, = I /,= I 
x 
I 
f(k ,,..., k,, I ,,..., I,;ds, ...d~,+~) 
x :~,&,)~‘~u[,($,+,) fi exp[io, ds]:. 
We apply Lemma6.4 to [(s ,,..., s,,+,)=:wk,(sl)~ji~~,(s,,+,)~exp[iwods]: 
so that we have 0 
s P?,*(& t; do) Q(u) 
= 2 (-1)” 2 ... i 
II=0 k,= 1 k,=l 
jk,/+& 
o 0 
x !&(k I,..., k,; s ,,..., s,; d5) a(t; k, ,..., k,; s ,,..., s,; 0, 
where 
4t; k,,..., k,; s,,..., s,; 5) 
= 2 iJj’dsn+Jjs’iids,+J..l~~~jS”f~ds~+, 
j=O O 0 0 
x:ir %,(S,). fi 2 ~k(S,+~)~k(S,+,)‘~exp[i~odsl:. 
I-1 /=I k=l 0 
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Then, the proposition follows if we establish 
a(t;k, ,..., k,;s, ,..., s,; 5)=:~~,(~~)...~~,(~,)nexp[iH(S(s))ds]:. (6.14) 
We show this equality by induction on n. In case n = 0, (6.14) is clear. Sup- 
pose that (6.14) is valid for n = n - 1. We assume that s, 2 sj for ,j< n. If 
t <s,, (6.14) is reduced to the case n = n - 1 because 
dc kl,..., k,;sl,..., s,; 5)=wJs,) a(~; k I,..., k,, 1; sl,... , se,; 5) 
and 
For t > s,,, a(t) = a(t; k, ,..., k,; s, ,..., s,; 5) satisfies 
d(t)=i i &(t)Wk+Wg a(t) 
k=l I 
= W4(f)) 4th 
which proves (6.14). 1 
Theorem 6.1 follows directly from Proposition 6.3. 
7. VECTOR POTENTIALS 
Let H( - ia) be a free Hamiltonian satisfying (Hl )” and (H2). We con- 
sider the Cauchy problem 
~~(r,*)=CH(--W--A(1,x))+~(f,x)z]u(l,x), ZE [0, T], xsRd, 
(7.1) 
40, x) = &3(x), xeRd, (7.2) 
where A and V are functions defined on [0, t] x R“ with values in Cd and 
C, respectively. We assume that A satisfies the property (Al) and that V 
satisfies (Al) with A and 2, replaced by V and P,, respectively. We assume 
also the property (A2) for u,,. 
In what follows, we shall give the path integral representation for the 
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solution u(t, x) of (7.1) and (7.2). We put, for t E [0, T], x E R” and for 
u E L”( [0, t]; Rd), 
@(t, x; u) = exp 
ii 
i ’ A(s, x(s)) u(s) ds 
0 I 
(7.3) 
where 
x(s)=x+ sv(0)dO. 
I 
SE [O, t]. (7.4) I 
PROPOSITION 7.1. The functional @(t, x; ‘) defined by (7.3) belongs to 
F:(O, t) for each t E [0, T] and x E Rd. 
Proof Expanding the first exponential in the right hand side of (7.3), 
we obtain the following expression for @(t, x; u): 
where 
y,(k,,...,k,;sl,...,s,;u) 
= i”( l/n!) fi A,,(s,, x(.rI)).exp (7.5) 
I= I 
for n$O, kI,..., k,E { l,..., n}, s ,,..., S,E [0, t] and for UE L”( [0, t]; R”). 
Since, for k = l,..., n, 
Ak(s, x(s)) = j A,,Jdp) elpx e-rp(rpX(S)), s E co, tl, 
where a,,(dp) denotes the kth component of the vector measure a,(dp), 
we see that 
(7.6) 
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Here i(k, s; dt) is the Bore1 measure on L’([O, t]; Rd) defined by 
4k 3; B) = j &Adp) eipx ~(Px,,,,; B), Bc L’( [0, t]; Rd). (7.7) 
Obviously IA(k, s)l < lak,J. Furthermore, Proposition 3.1 shows that 
expC$ Vs, x(s)) dsl kM0)) . IS an element of F’(0, t) and is written as 
1 uo(x(0))= jexp(-i<u,5>)I(dr), (7.8) 
where A(&) is given by (3.19) with A, replaced by pO. Thus we obtain that 
‘Y,(k,,..., k,,;sl,..., s,,; 0) 
= inn!-’ 
s exp(-i(u,5))~(kl,s,;.)*...*~(k,,s,;.)*~(d5) (7.9) 
together with the estimate 
l%,(k,, . . . . k,;s, ,..., s,)l <n!-’ ,y l&J,l . 143 
for n30, k, ,..., k,E {l,..., d} and for s ,,..., S,E [0, t]. This ensures (5.1)‘. 1 
We have obtained the representation \Y,,X = { !PJk, ,..., k,; s1 ,..., s,; u)} of 
@(t, x; .)EF!JO, t), where Y’,(k, ,..., k,; s1 ,..., s,; u) is given by (7.9). By 
means of this representation ‘Pt.,, we consider the following path integral: 
46 x) = j PixO, c do) ‘y,,,(u). (7.10) 
THEOREM 7.2. The function u( t: x) defined by (7.10) satisfies (7.1) and 
(7.2), where the each side of (7.1) represents a tempered distribution on Rd 
for any t E [0, T]. 
Proof Using the expression (7.9) for Y’,Jk ,,..., k,;s, ,..., s,; u), we can 
write u(t, x) explicitly as 
.(t,x)=n~of j;dsy j;dsI i ... i 
k, = 1 k,= I 
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Furthermore, by means of (7.7) and (3.19) with A, replaced by pfl, we 
have 
Replacing the right-hand side of (3.22) by that of (7.1 l), we can show (7.1) 
and (7.2) in the same manner as the proof of Theorem 3.2. 1 
For a restricted class of potentials and initial values, we can apply 
Theorem 6.1 so that we obtain a satisfactory Feynman-Kac formula: 
THEOREM 7.3. We assume that the inequalities 
I s 
T dtI 1 g,(dp)( eBIPl < cc 
0 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
and 
s lfio(dp)l eaiPl < cc (7.14) 
holdfor any /I > 0. Then @(t, x; u) defined by (7.3) belongs to FA(O, t) for any 
t E [0, T] and x E Rd. Consequently we have 
u(t, x) = j PW, t; du) Vu) (7.15) 
for any representation Y of @(t, x; .) satisfying (6.1). 
Proof: We show that the functionals ‘Y,(k,,..., k,; sr,..., s,; u) defined by 
(7.9) for n > 0, k ,,..., k, E { l,..., d} and for sr ,..., s, E [0, t] satisfy (6.1). We 
fix n, k, ,..., k, and S, ,..., s,. By the definition (7.9), it holds that 
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dn!-’ fi [ IA(kj, si; d{“))[ exp(fil/[“‘/l) 
j= I 
x 14@091 exp(Bllt’“‘ll) s (7.16) 
for any p > 0. By means of (7.7) we have 
j In(kj, sj; &)I eqW~ll) d j IJ+,(~J)I epr’p’ (7.17) 
for j = l,..., n, while (3.19) with a, replaced by P, implies 
j M&l exp(Pll~ll) Gj l~o(40)l eBTiPof ev 
[, J 
‘de 
0 
I ~dd’)l eDTip’]. (7.18) 
Under the assumption of the theorem, (7.16) together with (7.17) and 
(7.18) proves (6.1). 1 
Remark. If supp A,, supp p,, t E [0, r], and supp ti, are (uniformly) 
bounded, the assumptions of Theorem 7.3 are satisfied. In particular, 
(7.15) holds if A(t, .)E,Y(R~; C”), V(t, .) E,!Y(R~, C), f E [0, r], and 
USE Y(Rd; C) have the Fourier images with (uniformly) bounded sup- 
ports. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA A.l. Suppose that 11’ is a bounded vector measure on a 
measurable space Z and that AZ, z E Z, are bounded signed measures on a 
measurable space Y. We assume that Az( B) is measurable in z E Z for each 
measurable set Bc Y and also that fz lArl Ip( < co. Then, putting 
W = j L(B) ddz) (A.1) 
for each measurable set Bc Y, we obtain a bounded vector measure /z on Y 
satisfying 
(A.21 
5X0.65’?-7 
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Furthermore, for a bounded measurable function f (. ) on Y, we have 
S,f(L.)~(d~)=~~~(dz)Iyj.,(d~)f.(??). (A.3) 
ProoJ: Put B = U,“= I B, for pairwise disjoint measurable sets B, c Y. 
Since 
we have, by interchanging the order of the integration and the summation, 
A(B)= 2 l.(B,). 
n=l 
The equality (A.3) is shown by a uniform approximation for ,f by a simple 
function. 1 
COROLLARY A.2. Suppose that p is a bounded vector measure on a 
measurable space Z and that a mapping ZH r2 qf Z to L” is measurable. 
Then, we have, for a bounded Bore1 measurable,function ,f on L”, 
(A.4) 
where 
I4 d /PI. (A.61 
Here, S(<; .), 5 EL”, denotes the Dirac measure concentrated on the point 5. 
Proof: For any Bore1 set B c L”, the mapping zt-+S(S,; B) is 
measurable since the mappings ZH cz and 5 H S(<; B) are measurable. 
Apply Lemma A.1 to (Z, p), (Y = L”, A;(.) = 6(t,; .)) and f: i 
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